
Galaxy Explorer
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Take the lighting parts with battery box for the motor car
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Settle the rear light and place the battery box at the back, move the remain lighting 
round plate to the front and switch the round plate 
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Take out the 1x2 plate at the back and replace by the lighting part
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Now assemble the lights for the ship



Lift the windows and the slopes attached to assemble this lighting parts

Remove the parts in red circle
Replace the two red round blocks by the lighting parts
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Assemble the lighting 1x4 plate to the removed part from last step and restore it

Then remove the shown parts at the back and assemble the 1x3 lighting plate 
on the side
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Move the remain parts to the side
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Assemble the lighting 1x1 green plates to the shown area



For the wires in between, hide it underneath the plate and tiles

Assemble the lighting white dish to the booster then cover by the clear red dish
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Assemble the lighting red round plate 

Replace the red slope by the lighting slope, hide the wire under the tiles
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For the remain white lighting dish, assemble it at the rear booster, stable the wire
in between the blocks shown 
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Take the other lighting parts, start by connecting both lighting parts
Then assemble the 1x3 lighting plate follow by the connector 



Assemble the single lighting dish to the rear booster by the same way as the previous one
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Assemble the green lighting plates same way as before



Assemble the other lighting dish with round plate attached to the booster
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Assemble it to the removed parts



Then remove the clear red slope and assemble the lighting slope
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Move the remain lighting round plates to the front and assemble them



Stable the wire by the 1x2 plate removed from the motor car at page 2
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For the wire in between the round plates hide it under the plate and tile at the front end


